Foucault Deleuze Gilles
between deleuze and foucault. - university of denver - gilles deleuze and michel foucault are widely
accepted to be central figures of post-‐war french philosophy. philosophers, cultural theorists, and others have
devoted considerable deleuze and foucault - radicalimaginationstitute - that deleuze and foucault played
a crucial role in this process. although what is lacking in the debates is the question of how, in the 1960s ...
taking gilles deleuze as a chief example, i will demonstrate that his reading of nietzsche is itself a highly
ideological construction that needs intellectuals & power: a conversation between michel ... intellectuals & power: a conversation between michel foucault and gilles deleuze this is a transcript of a 1972
conversation between the post-structuralist philosophers michel foucault and gilles deleuze, which discusses
the links between the struggles of women, homosexuals, prisoners etc to class struggle, and also the
relationship between foucault's folds: deleuze and the interstices of friendship - foucault's folds:
deleuze and the interstices of friendship charles j. stivale, wayne state university mes poesies, je ne les ecris
pas: elles consistent en actions et en sentiments. - balzac, le pere goriot that michel foucault and gilles
deleuze shared a range of philosophical, michel foucault & gilles deleuze: philosophy as cultural ... foucault (1926-1984) and gilles deleuze (1925-1995), sought to transform the work and practice of philosophy.
we will begin the course with an important published dialogue between foucault and deleuze from 1972. we
will conclude the course with a handful of writings by foucault and deleuze on one another. discipline is
control: foucault contra deleuze - 148 new formations discipline is control: foucault contra deleuze mark g.
e. kelly abstract in this paper, i critically assess gilles deleuze’s ‘societies of control’ thesis in relation to the
work of michel foucault that provides its ostensible inspiration. i argue, contra deleuzian readings of foucault
that contemporary intellectuals and power - pressible - in a special issue of l'are (no. 49, pp. 3-10),
dedicated to gilles deleuze. it is reprinted here by permission of l'are. (all footnotes supplied by the editor.)
foucault, michel, and gilles deleuze. 1977. “intellectuals and power.” in language, counter-memory, practice:
selected essays and interviews, edited by d. f. bouchard.
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